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            CHAIRPERSON JAMES:  With that, I'd like to open it1

up for questions from Commissioners.  I want to thank our2

panelists for the information that you've shared.3

            Any questions?  Commissioner Bible.4

            MR. BIBLE:  Not a question, Madame Chairman, but5

before this panel leaves I do want to present to the Commission6

a copy of the study that was provided to me.  It was conducted7

by UNLE's International Gaming Institute.  It's a review and8

analysis of the hospitality industry's impact on the state of9

Nevada, and I know we all have a lot of stuff to put in our10

briefcases and our bags, but this looks like a pretty good11

study.  I'll provide copies to each Commissioner.12

            CHAIRPERSON JAMES:  Thank you.  And I'll see to it13

that the Commissioners get it.14

            Any further comments from our panel?15

            MR. NEAL:  Madame Chair?16

            CHAIRPERSON JAMES:  Mr. Neal.17

            MR. NEAL: I would just like to say briefly that even18

though I've been toted as one of the people who was elected19

official as hard on gaming, I'm not anti-gaming in this state.20

I just feel that gaming should pay its fair share, you know, and21

I happen to be of the belief that it's not doing that, you know,22

to the people of this particular state.  And I just wanted that23

-- and I have that in part of my report, and I just want to make24

that clear for the record.25
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            CHAIRPERSON JAMES:  Thank you.  Hearing no questions1

at this point, I'd like to excuse this panel.  And,2

Commissioners, I'm going to take a point of personal privilege3

and even though it's not on the agenda, have about a 10-minute4

break right now as we wait for the rest of our panelists to5

arrive.  So we're going to take a break.  Thank you.6


